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1. A brief history of science in Canadian environmental/impact assessment law;
a) EARPGO
b) CEAA, 1992
c) CEAA, 2012

2. Current challenges

3. Science under Bill C-69: Impact Assessment Act
a) References to science and scientific information
b) Duty of scientific integrity
c) Adaptive management plans

* Presentation based on Westwood et al., “The Role of Science in Contemporary Canadian Environmental 
Decision-Making: The Example of Environmental Assessment” (2019) UBC Law Review (forthcoming)
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Overview



Why it matters?
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A brief history of science in Canadian EA… 

 Neither EARPGO, CEAA, 1992, nor CEAA, 2012 contain any 
explicit reference to “science” or “scientific information”

 Contrast: CEPA, 1999
— Several references to “science” in preamble and throughout Act;
— Reference to “weight of evidence” in toxicity assessments

 Contrast: SARA
— 10 references to “science” or “scientific information”
— Transparent separation of science & policy in listing process – “primary 

strength” (A.O. Mooers et al)
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A brief history of science… 

 CEAA, 1992 and CEAA, 2012 do contain some science-related terms… 

— “Significant adverse environmental effects”:
 “…not a fixed or wholly objective standard and contains a large measure of opinion 

and judgment...” Alberta Wilderness Assn. v. Express Pipelines Ltd., 1996 CanLII 12470 
(FCA) at para 10

— “Technically and economically feasible” mitigation measures:
 Limited caselaw – and what does exist has not prevented reliance on little more than 

“vague hopes for future technology” (N. Chalifour, 2009)
o Remediation of peatlands: Accepted for Kearl Oil Sands project, abandoned by time of Shell 

Jackpine Expansion project. 
o Tailings ponds = end pit lakes?

— “Adaptive management” (CEAA, 1992 only):
 Caselaw erroneously assumes that AM can be applied to any environmental problem and 

that it will always lead to positive environmental outcomes (e.g. Pembina Institute v. 
Canada, FC 2008)
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A brief history of science… 

 Context matters: most challenges to environmental decision-making 
occur in context of “judicial review”
— Courts instructed to defer to regulators on the basis of “implied expertise”
 Is the decision “reasonable”?
 Application of “reasonableness” standard is highly uneven across courts
 Some courts have also declared that they will not sit as “academies of science”

 Vague terms + judicial deference(unevenly applied) = lack of scientific rigor?
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CANADA, WE HAVE A PROBLEM.



“I’ve had my professional opinion 
heavily, heavily pressured. I’ve had 
my wording changed, my results 
changed. A lot of my interpretations 
have been changed.”

Braden Robinson,* professional biologist

“What is classically a huge problem 
with those huge companies that do 
[environmental] survey work is they 
send out their most junior people,”

Amanda Baker,* RPBio

“[The company] took [my report] 
and rewrote it, basically. It wasn’t 
my document anymore.”

Anonymous, professional biologist

“My boss came to me, and said, 
of the 20 or so papers you found, 
how many found no effect, or 
found it didn’t harm them? Use 
those four.”

Alana Westwood*, consultant



Mount Polley tailings dam collapse, July 2014Calgary floods, July 2013



Schindler (1976) Science
The Impact Statement 

Boondoggle
“These reports have formed a 
‘grey literature’ so diffuse, so 
voluminous, and so limited in 

distribution that its conclusions 
and recommendations are never 

scrutinized by the scientific 
community at large.”



“We believe the environmental 
assessment business would be far 
more advanced today if the money 

spent on pre-development studies in 
the 1970s had been spent on post-

development retrospective studies and 
follow-ups. We learn by experience, 
but we fail to document the most 

useful of all experience, our 
failures.”

Hilborn & Walters (1981) Pitfalls of
Environmental Baseline & Process Studies



“Data systems that are good are focused, 
they collect only the data needed, they 
maximize the use of that data so that it’s 
collected once and used often.”

Duncan Millard, International Energy Agency

“Data is essential, but transforming data 
into information that's both relevant and 
accessible is crucial… There are 
mountains of data in various organizations 
that aren't being transformed into 
information.”

Monica Gattinger, University of OttawaIt is a common theme for people on either 
side of a project that confidence is lacking 
that proper decisions are being made with 
the best available and neutral information.



Clarke Murray et al. 2018 Env Mgmt

EA process = tool to 
evaluate substantial 
impacts on valued 
components

Essential that determining 
impact significance is 
transparent & systematic



“Our results show that the thresholds are being exceeded, often without being 
identified as significant. Accordingly, there is reason to question whether this tool is 

doing a good job of preventing large environmental impacts from occurring.”

Clarke Murray et al. 2018 Env Mgmt



Burton & Fisher (2018) Frontiers

Landscape disturbances create ‘winners’ and ‘losers’. Man-made features 
affect entire boreal mammal community – more than natural features.
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WWF Living Planet Report - Canada (2017)

3689 pop. trends for 
903 monitored 

vertebrate species, 
1970-2014

Half of monitored 
species (451) in decline

Average: ↓83%

↓43% ↓69%

↓20% ↓34%



November 2016: www.youngresearchersopenletter.org 

http://www.youngresearchersopenletter.org/


Strengthen scientific integrity in IA

1. Seek and act on best available evidence
2. Make all* information from IAs publicly & 

permanently available
3. Assess cumulative effects from past, present, 

and future activities across multiple scales
4. Prevent and eliminate real, apparent, or 

potential conflicts of interest
5. Explicit decision-making criteria and provide full, 

transparent rationale of factors considered
*Some exceptions, e.g., locations of species at risk, Indigenous or community-held knowledge



http://eareview-examenee.ca 



We found broad, cross-sector support for better 
science in environmental impact assessment

Proportion 
of support

Jacob et al. 2018 FACETS



A lot has changed since 1992, including science



Stronger science in impact assessment can…

 Build relationships
 Reduce uncertainty
 Increase transparency
 Make informed decisions
 Increase public trust in 

decisions
 Enable long-term learning

www.aerinjacob.ca/impact-assessment

http://www.aerinjacob.ca/impact-assessment


The Proposed Impact Assessment Act
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The Impact Assessment Act

1. References to “science” or “scientific information”?

 At least 6 references, including in the preamble, purpose clause, registry 
provisions, and technical advisory committee;

 Should signal a more robust role for science as part of a “purposive” 
interpretation of the Act
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The Impact Assessment Act

2. New duty of “scientific integrity”:

— Subs 4(3): [GOC], the Minister, the Agency and federal authorities must, in the 
administration of this Act, exercise their powers in a manner that adheres to the 
principles of scientific integrity, honesty, objectivity, thoroughness and accuracy.

— Half-measure? 
 Not directly applicable to proponents and consultants;
 Will it indirectly lead to more rigorous impact statements (downward pressure)?

— U.S. regulations under NEPA likely to inform meaning;
 e.g. § 1502.24 (methodology and scientific accuracy):

o “scientific integrity” requires identification of “any methodologies used” and explicit reference 
“to the scientific and other sources relied upon for conclusions in the statement…”

o “…requires that the public receive the underlying environmental data from which a Forest 
Service expert derived her opinion”: Idaho Sporting Congress v. Thomas (1997) USCA 9th Cir.
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The Impact Assessment Act

3. Adaptive Management (AM)

 Decision statement provisions now 
explicitly refer to “adaptive 
management plans”
o AM was referred to in CEAA, 

1992, removed in 2012, and now 
re-introduced in IAA;

 Definition would be preferable, but 
addition of term “plans” should 
address many of the current 
shortcomings in AM’s application, 
including a near total failure to 
actually plan;
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Questions & Comments

Thank you!
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